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For a sequence of strictly stationary uniform or strong mixing we estimate the mean residual 
time of the marginal distribution from the first n observations. Under appropriate conditions it 
is &own that the estimate converges weakly to a well-defined Gaussian process even when the 
sample size is random. 
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1. Introduction and statement of results 
Let T be a nonnegative random variable defined on a probability space (f2, J&!, P) 
and with distribution function (d.f.) F(t). The mean residual life time function of T 
at age r is defined by _ 
I 
0 
,&)=E[T-~/TX]= (1-F(u))du/(l-F(t)), O~t<oo. (1.1) 
I 
Let F(t) = 1 -F(t) denote the survival function of 7’ at age t for all f such that 
P(t) > 0. Then we can write p(t) = sp” P(U) du/F(t), 0 4 t -C KL 
Based on a random sample lnl, . . . , T,, from F(t), Yang [4] proposed an estimate 
of p(t) of the form: 
(1.2) 
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where p”(r) = 1 -F,(s) and F,,(r) denote the empirical d.f., T,,,, denotes the largest 
order statistic of Tl, . . . , T,,, and I(a) = 1 or 0 as a >O or a s 0. She proved that 
p, (I 1, when properly normalized, converges weakly to a Gaussian process on [O, To] 
for a fixed To < 00. 
The purpose of the present note is to extend Yang’s result to the case where 
T,,..., T,, are not necessarily independent. Let {T,)z=l be a sequence of random 
variables and l.et g,,,., denote the o-field generated by {T,,, I . . , T,,}, 1 G m <n d 00. 
Further let A E Yz.,,, and B E 9m +,z,3D be two events. Then {T,,} is said to be uniformly 
mixing if 
JP(AB)-P(A)P(B)[I~Z(~)P(A), (1.3) 
where &lrr ) is a nonincreasing function of positive integers with 0 s C#I (n) G 1 and 
lim I, - x &cn ) =: 0. The sequence {T,,} is said to be strongly mixing if 
jPtAB) - P(A )P(B )/ 5 cx 011, (1.4) 
where cy 1~ ) is a nonincreasing function of positive integers with 0 s cr (n ) s 1 and 
lim I, L, I a(n ) = 0. Note that uniform mixing implies strong mixing, but not con- 
versely. Assume that {T,,} are strictly stationary with the same marginal d.f. F 
defined on [0, oo), and let T,, . . . , T,, he the first n terms in that sequence. Assume 
that F is continuous and define 
n,,~.t,=Jnrc~,,rr,-CL(:)), (isr<Tr,<oo. (1.5) 
I,ct Y .= Ftr ), then we can write D,(t) as U,, (x ), where 
U,,!.u 1 -- &L,,lF ‘(s))-/dF 1(_Y))l, 0=:X-bC1, 
where b = F( T,,). 
Further, let {N,,] be a sequence of positive integer-valued random variables 
defined on the same probability space (R, ~4, Y) such that for some positive constants 
c,~ +,w, NJc, converges in probability to a strictly positive random variable N. 
The following two theorems are the main resuits of this note. 
Theorem 1.1. Let (T,,) be a strictly statiorznry unifornzly mixing sequence of nonnega- 
:iw rnrldcirlt :*ariabks with comnotz corztirzuorfs margirzal d.f. and is wch thlzt for 
WPIzL 23 > 0, 4 (II ) = 001 ’ ’ 1. Then UN, (x ) converges weakly to a Gaussian process 
I’;x !, O-: x 5-b < 1 as II *‘CC, rvhere E U(X) = 0 nnd covcU(x), U(y)) = I-(X, !‘I is 
thq git”en in !2.2i)). 
‘Sheor~m 1.2. Let {T,,) bc lz strictly statiorzary strongly mixirzgsequence of nonnegative 
~~~?~(~,~~~zz r*ariczblt*s with common co?ztinuous nzargirzal d.f. and is such t/z& for some 
I - 8 ~0. utu I = O(rz “l*““r;~ and E(T,I(FrT,, --x)/‘+~ C m. Therz t/i67 corzclwion of 
Ilwrwnz 1 .1 cwzti~zi~es to fzold. 
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Note that the above results may be viewed, on one hand, as generalization of 
the result of Wang (1978) not only to dependent variables but also to the case 
when the sampling was dope sequentially and the final sample size is random. But, 
on the other hand, this work may find natural application in reliability and biometry 
when the data are no longer independent. This can happen in reliability if consecu- 
tive testjng results in some effect between very closely tested systems, and this may 
occur in biometry if we study the mean residual lives of persons suffering from a 
disease when it is known that inheritance between close family members plays a 
significant role in inducing the disease; examples are such as diabetes, heart disease 
and maybe others. 
2. PrtABfs 
For the proof of Theorem 1.1 we need several preparatory lemmas. 
Lemma 2.1. Let {Z,,} be a strictly stationary uniformly mixing sequence of random 
variables such that for all n z 1, E Z,, = 0, IZ,, 1 s 1, and E Zt = 8 (thus llZ,,/jl d 
@1’2r V r 3 1). If 4(n) = O(n--2~-‘), for some S >O, then for any F >O and suficiently 
large n, there exists a r > 0 such that 
where A71 is a positive constant independent of n and 8. 
Proof. The proof of the lemma follows exactly that of 
and is omitted. 
Lemma 2.2. Let {T,,} satisfy the conditions of Theorem 
the sequence of stochastic processes 
(2.1) 
a lemma of Yoshihara [5] 
1.1. For some /3 z 0 defirw 
V.,(x)=n’-“’ c [IW(T,)-x:lTQ -E(I(Fi?;)-x)Tf)], (2.2) 
i =, 
for x E [0, b] for .rome b < 1. Then V,,(x) converges weakly to a Gaussiart process 
V(x), as tz -00, 0-2s <b<l, where E V(x)=0 and E V(x)Viy)=~is,y) as 
defined in (2.3) for all Oz~x, y r;r b < 1. 
Proof. We need to show that the finite dimensional distributions of V,,(x) converge 
to those of V(x) and that V,,(x) is tight. The asymptotic normality for V,,(X 1, 
0 s x s b < 1 follows directly from [3, Theorem 1 .S] since n ’ "V,, (x 1 is the sum of 
strictly stationary uniform mixing random variables and since @(n ) = O(n 2 ‘), for 
some S > 0 entails that xF.= 1 G”‘(n) <CO. From stationarity it is easily seen that, 
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cOv(V,,(x)), V,,(yl)=qix, y)=Cr’l’i”(X,)‘)+ y a:‘il)(x,y)+ f O(klil’(x,y), 
k22 k=2 
(2.3) 
where 
a:~%, y)=cov(l(F(T,)-x)Ts,I(F(Ti)-y)TiP), (2.4 
for ail i, j = 1,2, . . . and all (Y, /3 > 0. The convergence cf the finite dimensional 
distributions is established via the standard Cram&-Wold technique. Next, let us 
prove the tightness of V,,(x), 03:x $6~1, for, let OSX<JIS~<~ and note that 
E$V”rx)-V,,r~))“=n *E 
I 
i {[I(F(Ti)-,y)-I(F(~i)--x)]~~ 
i-l 
i2.3 
Now, let Z,=h,.,(7’,)/2F-‘(y) for all i=l,...,n and Oax<y~6<1. 
~%usKZ, ~0, ~Z;/:I 1 since J[f(F(T,)-V)-I(F(~)-x)]~ils(F-‘(y)(, and EZf = 
E[fcF17,r-vI-f(F(T,)-x)]*TT=B(x,r)=H,say,i=l,...,n.Thus,anapplica- 
(ion of Lemma 2.1 leads to 
B[iV,(x)-V,(~)l~e]~K1{Br2 r+tj’e6’2}, (2.6) 
where KI is a positive constant independent of IZ and 19. The balance of the proof 
proceeds exactly as in the empirical process case (cf. [5] for details). 
Cemme 2.3. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 1.1 hold. Define 
V,,(~,s)=[ns]~‘*V~,_$x)/n”~, 0~s~l andOax<b<l. (2.7) 
Then V,I~s, s 1 cont?erges weakly to a Gaussian process V(x, s) such that E V(x, s) = 0 
and cov(c/‘(x,s), Vi!?,rtj)=min(s,u)r7(x,y) for all O~x,y~h and O~s,~sl, 
&ere qI.rr, y I is as gicen in (2.3). 
Proof. Again we need to prove the convergence t ?f the finite dimensional distribu- 
tions to those of V(x, s) and that V,,(x, s) is tight. The former poses no problem 
over the corresponding part in Lemma 2.2. Thus we only need to prove the tightness; 
of \‘,, t.v. s i. First note that for all 0 G x < y 5 b and I) s s < u s 1 
ElV,(x,s)- V,(!:, u)j’tK,{B([nla]-[ns]l-’ +fl’+“2}, (2.8:’ 
cre K I is a positive constant independent of 8 and 11. Inequality (2.8) is obtained 
hv applying Lemma 2.1. Thus we have for all 0 s x < y 5~ b < 1 and 0 s s c u d I that 
P[$‘,.lX,S!- V,(y,tckI ~~]~K,{B([rzu]-[ns]) r+0’+Ai2}/F4 
SKK1{B(n(u -s)+ lj ‘+19l+~“}/e~, (2.9) 
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since [nu]-[ns]~n(u-s)+l. Note that B~IF-‘(y)12~IF-‘(b)12<~. Thus 6)‘k= 
0/(F-‘(6))2 is such that 0 s 0” d 1 ;nd hence 
P[IV,(x,s)- V,(y, u)I~E]dK2{e*(rz(u -s))-T+e*1+s’2)/&4. 
Let E (0 c E < 1) be fixed and suppose that 
E G (n (U -s))‘e*S’2(X, y). 
Hence 
(2.10) 
P[(V,(x, s)- V,(y, u)l ,5E]~K2E-.5P*1+S’2(X, y), (2.11) 
where of course 8* is a function of x and y. 
Let p and m be, respectively, a uositive real number and a positive integer to be 
chosen later such that mp = y, 0~ y < 1, therm using the argument of Billingsley 
(see [2, eq. (22.18)]) we can see that for a fixed 0 G y < 1, 
sup IVn(x,s)--Vn(y,s)1S’3 max IVn(y+jp,ip)-V,,(y,ip)l+2pn”‘, 
O~S~l (‘7 isp -1 
“‘;;-X~<~+fTlp (1~. j-; m 
(2.12) 
provided that p-’ is an integer and p 2 (~/n)~“~‘“‘. 
Hence using the extension of Bickel and Wichura [l] of Billingsley’s fluctuations 
inequalities we see that 
Thus, choosing p < ~126 we get 
P 
! 
sup Iv,(~,~)-v~(~,~)~>~E ~:~~~-~(8*(y,~+mp))‘+“” 
O-GSSp 
yrxc y+mp I 
since clearly 8*(y, y +mp) s (F-‘(b))‘mp. Choose 77 > K5y”2/~, then the right-hand 
side of (2.14) is less than qy, provided that [there exists a\ p such that (~/n )2”Z”’ 5: I’, *C 
e/2JG and p-’ ’ 1s an integer with pm =S. But this is guaranteed by cholrsing nz 
such that 2&n/2 s m G (n2/ (2 + S)Y)/(F 2”2cti’ ) which is possible for sutficiently 
large n. Thus Vn(x, s) is tight and the lemma is proved. 
Next, define the usual empirical process and a IV 7, r,:rameter empirical 
process as 
w, (x ) = n l/2 i [I(F(?1)-x-)-EItF(~)--x)], O<X s 1, (2.15) 
i-l 
2trfl 
and 
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W,,(x,s)=[ns]“2W,,(~)/n”2, OaxalandO~~sl. 
The following two lemmas are needed to prove Theorem 1.1. Both lemmas arz 
due to Yoshihara [5]. 
Lemma 2.4. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 1.1 hold. Then W,,(x) converges 
weakly toa Gaussian process W(x) with E W(x) = Oand cov( W(x), W(y)) =6(x, y): 
(2.16) 
bntma 2.5, Assume that the conditions of Theorem 1 .l hold. Then W,, (.x, s) conver- 
b:e,q weakly to a Gaussian process WGV, s) with E W(x, s) = 0 and CI)V( W(x, s), 
WC PPC now in a position to prove Theorem 
three steps. 
1. 
1.1. This will be accomplished in 
proof of Theorem 1.1. Step 1. Let us prove that U,,(x) converges weakly to a 
Gaussian process U(X ) with E U(x ) -= 0 and cov( c/(x ), U(y)) = T(x, y ). To this end 
WC note that U,(S I has the same limiting distribution as the process Uz (x) defined 
bY 
1 I 
1 
U,:~x!=~l-.~~C’,,1~_)- F ‘(x)(1-x)+ (1 -p’)dP(!‘! W,,(x) I 1 
=Ctrs)V,,(~)+C~(x)W,(.~j, say. (2.17) 
Nz.3~ the tightness of UC (x! is guaranteed by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4. Thus we only 
need to establish the convergence of the finite dimensional distribution’s of IV: (x). 
Btrt this poses no new probllems and we only need to establish the covariance 
fu -Mon. Ict O- s, y c /J d 1. Then 
co\.!C,‘~I.rr, UZC\-)l =:C,rs)C,i~)cov(C.:,!.~)), C’,,(y)) 
+c~~.r~c~~~~cov~w,,l.~), W,,(!$ 
+ C-,(x iCz(y 1 COVl V”CX 1, iv,, (’ 1) 
+T~(.r)C,(~)COV(W.,(X)* V,,(y), 
I + II + III + I\’ 
!2.18) 
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But easy calculations lead to 
COV( V, (X), W, (y )) = Cri’i” (X, Y I+ 
k=2 
=5(x, Y), say, (2.19) 
and 
cove w,, (x), V,,(y)) := cT:q’l’ + 5 (;r\:l’ (X, y) 6 jg, Ufil’(X, )I) = 7(X, y). 
k=2 
(2.20) 
Hence we arrive at 
cov(IJZ(x), LI,*(y))=r(& yi 
=C,(x)Cl(J+?(& y)+c2(x)c2(.YKh Y) 
+ CdX)C2(Y krk Y) 
+ C2wxY )7k Y ). 
. 
(2.2 i) 
Step 2. Define the two-parameter stochastic processes 
u,,(r, S) = [ns]1’2U,,(~)/n1’2, Osx oh <: 1 and 05::; 6 1. (2.22 1 
Thus, using Lemmas 2.3 and 2.. 5, we can see that U,,(x, s) is tight and it follows 
from the argument of Step 1 that 
cov( U, (x, s ), U, (y, u )) = mints, y TO-, y 1 
for all Osx, y =zb<l andO<s,ti 51. (2.23) 
Hence Un(x, s) converges weakly to a Gaussian process U(x, s J such that 
E U(x, s) = 0 and cov(U(x, s), U(y, u)) = min(s, u )r(x, y 1. 
Step 3. By straightforward adaptation of the arguments of [Z!, Theorem 17.21 it 
is easily seen that Step 2 implies that UN&j converges weakly to U(x ), 0 s s d 6 < 1. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We start with the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.6. Let {&} be a strictly statimzary strong mixing Secp4~tlC~ Qf nUdfTl 
variables such thaf for all n 21, 12&l, EZ2, =t9. If’a(n)=O~‘n-“’ I’) for some 
6 > 0, then for any F > 0 and sufjkiently /urge n, there exists a 7 > 0 SUCh tht 
&there y is a positive number such thar 2/(2 +S) -C y C 1 and fi =: (5/‘2 -+- fi )Y .- 2. 
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Proof. Fdows exactly as that of [6, Lemma 21. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2 (cunri~lued). With the aid of the above lemma, four lemmas 
analogous to Lemmas 2.2-2.5 can be established except that here in place of [3, 
Theorem 1 S] we say Theorem 1.7 which is valid since EI7’J(F( 7’i)-x)12’” -C co for 
some S > 0 and that cy (n) = O(n-2’1+8”S) implies that CT_, (a: (n))S”2’S’ < CO. The 
rest of the proof is unaffected since a(n) = O(n-2”‘s”S) implies a(n) = O(n-5’2-6) 
for any 4 < 1, and then we proceed in three steps to prove Theorem 1.2 in exactly 
the same: fashion as Theorem 1.1. For the sake of brevity we omit the details. 
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